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ABSTRACT
Can emotion be experienced when the auditory sense is stimulated
by a single musical note (Q1), and do variables such as musical
skills, age, and personality traits have an influence in auditory-
emotion associations (Q2)? An experiment was conducted, in which
130 participants were asked to listen to single musical notes and
rate their experienced emotional state. They also had to rate their
musical proficiency, sound sensitivity, strongest learning style, and
complete a reduced version of the Big-Five personality test (BFI-10).
Results regarding Q1 show a correlation between lower notes and
sadness, and higher notes and joy, confirming previous auditory-
emotion association research, while presenting new knowledge into
how emotion associates with singlemusical notes. Results regarding
Q2 show that musical proficiency (low vs high), learning style
(aural vs physical), personality (level of Conscientiousness) had an
effect on how participants emotionally experienced single musical
notes. The results presented in this study will provide a starting
point that can help develop a new auditory-visual framework that
uses understandings on emotion, personality and other variables in
the development of more personalised human-computer interfaces.
This new framework can be used in applications that can help in
learning to paint or play an instrument; promoting positive mental
health, or exploring new forms of creative expression e.g., writing
a song with a paint brush as the instrument or painting a picture
with a piano as your brush.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Sound-based input / out-
put; Interaction design process and methods; • Applied computing
→ Sound and music computing; • Social and professional topics
→ User characteristics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This paper presents an experiment to help gain a deeper understand-
ing into associations between single musical notes and emotions,
and what impact different individual variables, such as personality,
musical experience and learning style can have on auditory-emotion
associations. Emotion and personality have become popular areas
of research in recent years, especially in relation to technology
[12, 33]. With a great amount of personal data being captured by
people’s devices, companies are using this data to understand their
users and personalise tools and products to each user. Multi-modal
interaction is an area that can benefit from adopting more person-
alised approaches to how we form associations between our senses
[18, 30]. Interesting insights from a study, that trained participants
in sound-colour associations using an ad-hoc program, while also
investigating the association between sound and emotion of partic-
ipants, were found. The fore-mentioned study found a correlation
between very basic emotions (sadness and joy) and basic auditory
stimuli (lower and higher pitch), but not at a significant level and
with a low testing sample [31]. The motivation for our paper is to
explore the understandings of associations between single musical
notes and emotion, and if individual variables can play an impor-
tant part in the process of auditory-emotion associations. With this
new understanding, an improved model of auditory-visual asso-
ciations can be applied in designing human-computer interfaces,
one that takes account of emotion as well as personality, age, gen-
der, and other variables. Figure 1 highlights the research of single
musical notes-emotion associations, that is presented in this paper,
as part of a larger framework of auditory-emotion-colour associ-
ations. This paper will help contribute to this larger framework
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of auditory-emotion-visual associations and contribute to future
designs of intelligent and personalised human-computer interfaces,
that can harness the power of multi-modal associations in creative
and artistic digital environments.

Figure 1: The work presented in the paper is highlighted by
the dotted line: while cross-modal melody-emotion-colour
and melody-colour associations are widely studied [20, 29,
32, 36–40, 42], we focus on single note-emotion associations
by also looking at the individual variables in Section 2.2, in
the larger framework of studying sound-emotion-colour as-
sociations.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Auditory-Emotion Research
Previous research into associations between auditory stimuli and
emotion has been mostly situated in auditory-visual cross-modal
association research, that mainly explores the role of emotion in
this relationship, mostly using musical excerpts instead of single
musical notes [4, 6, 21, 28, 37, 46]. Palmer et al. present the emotional
meditation hypothesis, which is understood to be, when people
listen to music, they have emotional responses and pick colors with
similar emotional content [32]. The study from Palmer et al., and
other studies have provided interesting insights into how auditory
stimuli is perceived emotionally in relation to colors, with music in
a major scale and at a faster tempo to be perceived lighter in colour
and happier, with the opposite being true for a minor scale [32,
39, 43]. Other studies have focused solely on the auditory-emotion
associations, however, these studies (like the ones mentioned above)
focus on musical excerpts and not basic auditory stimuli [27, 40].

Very few studies have been conducted on the association be-
tween basic auditory stimuli, like single musical notes, and emotion
[2, 26, 37]. Like Palmer et al., Spence also supports emotion me-
diation as one of the key factors in cross-modal correspondences,
not just for complex auditory stimuli but also more simple stimuli
[37]. Comparing simple auditory stimuli to more complex stimuli
shows that emotion mediation counts for less variance in the empir-
ical matching data, and therefore elicits less pronounced perceived
emotion [37]. If we can understand auditory-emotion associations

in a similar way to auditory-visual associations, that are mediated
by emotion, lower notes (darker colours) should associate with
negative emotions and higher notes (lighter colours) with positive
emotions [29, 36].

Studies on the impact of different emotion models has been
carried out in research around auditory-emotion associations, with
three emotion models highlighted (Basic/discrete, dimensional and
musically-induced) [40, 45]. While the musically-induced emotion
model would seem appropriate for a study on single musical note-
emotion associations, the comparative test of these models and also
information on personality bias help formulate the best approach for
the experiment presented in this paper. The study by Zentner et al.,
showed that, compared to the other two models, the basic emotion
model performed rather well when rating perceived emotions, even
if the musically-induced model was more consistent [45]. In another
study, the dimensional model performed better than both the basic
andmusically-induced emotion one in the discrimination of musical
excerpts. However, “Personality-related differences were the most
pronounced in the case of the discrete emotion model” [40]. Three
different studies on emotion words expressed when listening to
music stimuli, show that happiness, sadness, anger and fear were
among the top choices across all three studies [23]. Taking into
account the studies presented above, and bearing in mind that our
study focuses on single musical notes rather than musical excerpts,
and includes personality traits as an independent variable to be
analysed, a basic emotion model (joy, sadness, anger and fear) is
proposed.

2.2 Individual Variables
In this paper, we also seek to understand how twelve individual vari-
ables (Age, Gender,Musical Experience, Sound Sensitivity, Auditory-
to-Other-Sense, Other-Sense-to-Auditory, Learning Style and the
Big Five personality traits (BFI) of Openness, Conscientiousness,
Extraversion, Agreeableness and Neuroticism), discussed in this
section, can impact on the associations between single musical
notes and emotion.

2.2.1 Personality traits. The relationship between personality
traits and emotional responses to music is well researched.
Studies have found significant correlations between the traits
Neuroticism/Extraversion and positive/negative emotions [3, 8, 22].
Chamorro-Premuzic & Furnham found that personality and
intelligence can be a factor on how people use music. A person
with a high IQ and high Extraversion might use music in a rational
cognitive way, while someone with high Neuroticism and low
Conscientiousness might use music for emotional regulation
[8]. In another study, Neuroticism was found to significantly
map to all negative emotions, while Extraversion significantly
mapped to the positive emotions, “interest” and “enjoyment” as
well as the negative emotion “shyness” [22]. From a review on
present literature on the correlation between basic emotions and
personality traits, limited findings regarding the traits of Openness
to Experience, Conscientiousness and Agreeableness were found
[15]. The Big Five personality test is a widely adopted test used
in studies relating to personality traits. It is simple and easy to
interpret, and is also an effective way to understand the personality
traits of an individual. Rammstedt and John conducted research
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into the accuracy of the BFI-10 test (using only 10 questions) and
found it sufficient to use in a research settings with limited time
constraints, compared to the BFI-44 test (using 44 questions) [34].

2.2.2 Musical vs Non-Musical Experience. A study by Manno et al.,
investigated how musicians and non-musicians identify emotion
in music. Music uses Temporal Fine Structures (TFS) and Envelope
(ENV) modulation to resolve emotion in music, however the exact
contributions of TFS and ENV is not known. The study showed
that TFS is essential in identifying emotion in music and that there
is a difference in how much TFS is used by musicians and non-
musicians. Non-musicians use less fine structure information and
have reduced emotional resolvability curves compared to musicians
[27]. While the study above shows that musical experience can have
a difference in how much TFS is used in identifying emotion in
music, it is unclear if the same logic can be adoptedwhen identifying
emotion from single musical notes. A study on expressive intentions
with single piano notes, shows that musical expertise has no mean
effect on performers when tested on the four acoustical parameters
of pitch, intensity, articulation and rhythmic density, with both
musicians and non-musicians using these acoustic parameters in
very similar ways when listening to a single piano note [2].

2.2.3 Age and Gender. Studies show that age can have an impact
on how we associate between our senses and how we use emotion
in response to stimuli, and that it can change over time [21, 35, 44].
Hunter et al., using two variants of an emotional Stroop task, found
that older adults can match congruent cross-modal stimuli just as
well as younger adults however, with incongruent stimuli, the older
adults performed worse than their younger counterparts [21]. Older
adults tend to weaken the ability to perceive negative emotions
the older they get [35], this can be caused by the fact they tend to
remove problematic relationships and avoid interpersonal conflict,
leading to a more positive social environment [1, 5].

Aswell as age, studies into the role of gender in auditory-emotion
associations research has shown some interesting insights. Studies
between men and women with regards to both uni and multi sen-
sory emotional stimuli have shown that women are more accurate
than men in recognition of emotional prosody [10, 24, 41].

2.2.4 Other Variables. Sound sensitivity, in general and when
sound is triggered as the primary and secondary source, are also
investigated in this paper. Misophonia is a condition character-
ized by heightened emotional reactivity to common repetitive
sounds, accompanied by difficulties responding to these sounds
and associated impairment in functioning [7]. A study on the
relationship between the Neuroticism trait and Misophonia, with
regard to the role of emotion regulation found that “difficulties with
emotion regulation and Neuroticism were significantly positively
correlated with symptoms of misophonia” [7]. Past research in
auditory-visual cross-modal associations and chromaesthesia have
also informed our understanding of the way in which perception
operates between auditory/other sense and other sense/auditory
with regard to sound sensitivity [11, 26, 36].

Seven learning-style terms from Gardner’s Theory of Multiple
Intelligences (Aural, Visual, Logical, Verbal, Physical, Social Inter-
personal and Solitary Intrapersonal) have been used to understand
the different ways people learn and take in information [16]. While

the method used in our study to understand learning styles relies
on the participants perception of the strongest learning style, and
not assessed with a well-knownmethod, like the BFI test for person-
ality traits, some interesting insights that can inform future work
is expected.

3 EXPERIMENT
This experiment looks to understand associations between single
musical notes and basic emotions, and how other independent
variables impact these associations, with two specific questions in
mind:

• Q1 - Can emotion be experienced from a single musical note
and if so, how basic a level is the emotional perception that
is experienced?

• Q2 - Is there a significant correlation between auditory-
emotion choices when factoring in the twelve independent
variables mentioned in Section 2.2?

3.1 Participants
130 people (female = 95, male = 34, other = 1) participated in the
online survey, with participants identifying with the following
age groups: 35-44 (38), 24-34 (32), 45-55 (29), 55-64 (14), 18-24 (9),
over 65 (6) and under 18 (2). Information was also gathered on
participants’ musical experience (82% with musical experience and
18% with no experience) and creativeness (61%, regularly partaking
in a creative hobby; 24%, not so regularly; and 15%, with no creative
hobby). While musical experience was used as one of the individual
variables that could impact the emotion response to auditory stimuli,
the questions regarding musical instruments played by participants
and their level of creative expression was used to gather an extra
layer of understanding to the results of the experiment.

3.2 Sound and Emotion Stimuli
In this experiment, the auditory stimuli were recorded on the Logic
Pro X software using a Fender Telecaster electric guitar as the in-
strument. Each note was recorded on a mono track with each note
lasting 6 seconds with a smooth short fade at the end of each clip.
A basic EQ, compressor and room reverb are used to obtain a more
natural sound, with each sound file rendered to an mp3 file with
the normalised function turned on. The envelope of the recorded
notes consist of a sharp attack to the maximum amplitude, with a
steady decay as the note rings out. As this was an online survey, we
had no control of the absolute volume participants listened to the
stimuli, but asked them to set it to a comfortable listening level. The
first octave of the guitar was chosen to elicit the auditory stimuli,
from note E2 (82.41Hz) to note D#3 (155.6Hz). Final Cut Pro was
used to create short video files with a white background with black
text counting down from three, with audio stimuli playing on zero.
These video files provided better functionality in Limesurvey 1,
than audio only files and also added a visual instruction to partici-
pants. For the emotion stimuli, the four emotion words, sadness,
anger, fear and joy were used. These emotions are taken from the
discrete emotion model mentioned in Section 2.1.

1https://www.limesurvey.org
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3.3 Procedure
The online survey was distributed through the University College
Cork survey mailing list, as well as being shared on LinkedIn and
Twitter. Once participants clicked on the survey link, they landed on
the welcome page and were presented with a detailed explanation
of the survey, as well as contact information of the researchers,
if they had any questions regarding the survey and could click
“Next” to agree to start the survey. The survey was broken up
into four sections: General Information, Personality Test, Cross-
modal Association Questions and Auditory-emotion Questions. The
survey is described in following four sections.

3.3.1 General Questions Section. Each section was displayed on
a separate page with participants instructed to click the “Next”
button to move to the next section. The first section contained five
questions regarding age, gender, musical ability, instruments played
(this question only appeared if the participant had stated they had
musical experience in the previous question) and creative hobbies.

3.3.2 Personality Test Section. This section involved the partici-
pants taking the short Big Five personality test (BFI-10). Participants
responded to ten questions on a five point Likert scale ranging from
“Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree”. These questions were ran-
domised to avoid any bias in the survey. After the ten questions
were answered, participants could consent to share their email
address to get their BFI-10 scores sent to them at a later time. If
consent was given, the participant could input their email address
on the next page.

3.3.3 Cross-modal Association Section. The third section presented
four questions, with the first three designed to gain an understand-
ing of the participants’ relationship with sound, and how other
senses impact and are impacted by auditory stimuli. The fourth
question looked to find what learning style participants associated
with their style of learning. The participants rated the first three
questions, between 1 (weak) and 5 (strong) in sensitivity/sensation.
The first question asked participants to rate their sensitivity to
noise/sound; the next two questions asked participants to rate the
sensation strength in other senses when the auditory sense is the
primary trigger (i.e., when a bell is rung and triggers sensation), and
in the auditory sense when the other sense is the primary trigger
(i.e., when a flash of light triggers sensation). For the last question
participants were given the options of Visual, Logical, Aural, Verbal,
Physical, Social Interpersonal and Solitary Interpersonal learning
styles from Section 2.2.4, and asked to choose their top three, in
order of perceived strongest to weakest.

3.3.4 Auditory-emotionQuestions Section. The final section con-
tained twelve questions presented in randomised order, to avoid
selection bias. Each question contained a nine second video, which
instructed participants to press play when ready. The video pre-
sented a count down from three with the auditory stimuli playing
on zero, giving the participant time to fully listen to the note played.
As mentioned in Section 3.2, the first octave of the guitar was used
for the auditory stimuli. They were informed to listen once and to
choose an emotion word from the options presented (Sadness, Joy,
Anger, Fear).

Figure 2: This figure shows the percentage between the four
emotionwords that participants chose for eachmusical note.
Sadness significantly (*) associated with the lower notes,
with Joy significantly (*) associating with the higher notes.

Once the twelve sound-emotion questions were answered, they
were directed to submit the survey and a conclusion page was
displayed thanking participants for taking part.

3.4 Data Handling and Analysis
The survey data was stored within the Limesurvey application
running from the researcher’s hosting site. All data was anonymised
and information on IP addresses, date stamp and referrer URLs
were not collected. Email addresses were collected only from the
participants who consented to leave it for the purpose of sharing
the results of the personality test. The email data was deleted once
the results were obtained and emailed to the participants.

To answerQ1, a chi-square test was conducted on the cross-table
Note by Emotion. The chi-square test was significant ((χ2 (33 n =
1560) = 274.39, p < .001), with a small effect size (Cramer’s V = .24).

To answerQ2, a multinomial stepwise multiple regression model
was carried out in which the dependent variable was the single
musical notes. Using the variables obtained from the data in the
survey as models, Age, Gender, Musical Experience, Sound Sensitiv-
ity, Auditory-to-Other-Sense, Other-Sense-to-Auditory, Learning
Style and the five personality traits of Openness, Conscientiousness,
Extra-version, Agreeableness and Neuroticism were analysed.

3.5 Results
3.5.1 Q1 - Auditory-emotion association. For Q1, the results in
Table 1 show that very basic emotion can be experienced from basic
auditory stimuli, like a single musical note. For four out of five
of the lowest notes (E,F,F#,G,G#), Table 1 shows that the adjusted
standardised residual (ASR) scores are significantly higher for Sad-
ness. The one exception was the lowest note (E) where Anger has a
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Table 1: Results of the chi-square test that was conducted
on the cross-table Note-by-Emotion. The chi-square test was
significant (χ2 (33 n = 1560) = 274.39, p < .001), with a small
effect size (Cramer’s V = .24). The significant ARSs are high-
lighted in bold.

Emotion

Note Sadness Anger Fear Joy
D# Count 21a 16a, b 31b 62c

Adj. Res. -5.586 -0.593 0.217 6.664
D Count 25a 26b 31b 48b

Adj. Res. -4.835 2.044 0.217 3.654
C# Count 39a 8a 30a, b 53b

Adj. Res. -2.206 -2.703 0.000 4.729
C Count 29a 13a 29a 59b

Adj. Res. -4.084 -1.384 -0.217 6.019
B Count 48a 13a 26a 43a

Adj. Res. -0.516 -1.384 -0.870 2.580
A# Count 46a 20a 32a 32a

Adj. Res. -0.892 0.461 0.435 0.215
A Count 52a 25a 32a 21a

Adj. Res. 0.235 1.780 0.435 -2.150
G# Count 75a 12b 27a, b 16b

Adj. Res. 4.554 -1.648 -0.652 -3.224
G Count 73a 20a, b 23b, c 14c

Adj. Res. 4.178 0.461 -1.522 -3.654
F# Count 69a 19a 36a 6b

Adj. Res. 3.427 0.198 1.305 -5.374
F Count 74a 14a, b 32a 10b

Adj. Res. 4.366 -1.121 0.435 -4.514
E Count 58a 33a 31a 8b

Adj. Res. 1.361 3.890 0.217 -4.944

higher ASR score but not at a significant level; however, Sadnesswas
chosen by most participants, but not at a significant level. For the
higher notes, results show that the four highest notes (C,C#,D,D#)
are significantly higher for Joy in the ASR scores. Table 1 also high-
lights that only the emotions of Joy and Sadness found significance,
either positively or negatively in ASR scores, that could suggest
very basic emotion associations to single musical notes. Results
show that for notes A,A#, and B, which are placed in the middle of
the octave of notes tested, no significant statistics are shown.

3.5.2 Q2 - Impact of Independent Variables on Sound-emotion As-
sociation. Results pertaining to Q2 highlighted some interesting
insights. Q2 looked at how the individual variables, mentioned in
Section 2.2, can affect the emotion choice for each single musical
note. Analysis was performed on each note, and Table 2 shows
significant results at p < .05 where the individual variables had
an impact on the association between single musical notes and
emotion. As shown in Table 2, six out of the twelve musical notes
showed statistical significance in relation to one or more predictors.
The odds ratio column in Table 2 represents the relative likelihood
of each predictor type yielding a choice for a particular emotion.
For example, Table 2 shows that a person with a higher sensitivity
to sound is 2.308 times more likely to choose Anger than Joy (the

emotion used as a reference) in relation to the E note. For individual
variables with an odds ratio of less than 1, the predictor is less likely
to choose the stated emotion than the referenced emotion Joy, i.e.,
participants with musical proficiency are less likely to experience
Sadness, Anger and Fear compared to Joy.

3.6 Discussion
3.6.1 Q1 - Sound-emotion Association. Similar to the findings of
O’Toole et al., associations between basic auditory stimuli and
emotion can be viewed at a very basic level of emotional perception
[31]. The results from the chi square test, illustrated in Table 1, show
a significant association between Lower-notes/Sadness and Higher-
notes/Joy. In Section 2.1, research on different emotion models
were presented, with the basic/discrete model considered the most
appropriate for an experiment using single musical notes and for
perceiving rather than feeling emotions [45]. For future research,
adopting a multi-modal approach that can understand multiple
features from auditory stimuli would be beneficial. However for
this study on basic auditory stimuli, results show a basic emotion
choice for single musical notes, validating the use of the basic
emotion model in this experiment.

With the three notes (A, A#, B) in the middle of the octave that
showed no significance, all three notes had Sadness as the most
chosen emotion. A Study by Chau et al. has shown that the timbre
of an instrument can impact the emotion response when hearing
a sound. Results showed that the guitar rated higher for negative
emotional characteristics compared to a piano (which was emo-
tionally neutral) and instruments like a vibraphone or marimba
(which was emotionally positive) [9]. Findings from another study
found that “timbre independently affects the perception of emo-
tions in music after controlling for other acoustic, cognitive and
performance factors” [19] While timbre is one of many acoustic
properties that can impact the emotion response to sound, if we are
analysing single musical notes that lack tempo, rhythm and modes,
it could have a bigger impact on how a person responds to sound
emotionally. To answer Q1, emotion can be experienced from basic
auditory stimuli, such as a single musical note at a very basic level
of emotion perception. Without melody, harmony, rhythm, modes
and other audio features a single note can be perceived to be mostly
happy or sad and this is mostly dependant on pitch.

3.6.2 Q2 - Independent Variables Impact on Sound-emotion Associa-
tion. Q2 investigated how different individual variables can impact
a participants’ emotion word choices. In Table 2, significant scores
in seven out of twelve individual variables across six of the twelve
musical notes were found.

Conscientiousness provided a significant negative correlation
with Anger on the note A. This result would fit the personality
trait. Previous studies have shown that the Conscientiousness trait
is positively associated with the optimistic-conventional dimension
in relation to musical preference [14]. Studies have shown that a
person high in Conscientiousness is likely to; like high tempo music
in a major key rather than low tempo in the minor key [14]; use
music in a more cognitive rather than an emotional way [8]; and
usually can regulate or control impulses better [13].

Table 2 shows that musically proficient participants significantly
chose Joy over Sadness,Anger and Fear when listening to the noteA.
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Table 2: Result of multinomial stepwisemultiple regressionmodel. Only the significant predictors are reported. The reference
emotion is always Joy.

Estimate Std.
Error Wald Sig. Odds

ratio 95% Conf. Int.

L Bound U Bound

Note: C#
Anger Male 1.946 0.811 5.762 .016 7.000 1.429 34.286
Fear Male 1.302 0.508 6.573 .010 3.675 1.359 9.940

Note: C
Anger Aural 1.946 0.886 4.818 .028 7.001 1.232 39.766
Anger Physical 1.946 0.976 3.976 .046 7.001 1.034 47.418

Note: A
Sadness Proficiency -1.034 0.324 10.186 .001 .355 .188 .671
Anger Proficiency -0.825 0.365 5.102 .024 .438 .214 .897
Anger Conscientiousness -0.051 0.024 4.550 .033 .950 .906 .996
Fear Proficiency -1.042 0.353 8.728 .003 .353 .177 .704

Note: G#
Anger age -0.817 0.360 5.146 .023 .442 .218 .895
Fear age -0.853 0.307 7.746 .005 .426 .234 .777

Note: G
Anger age -1.095 0.345 10.084 .001 .335 .170 .658

Note: E
Anger sensitive_sound 0.836 0.373 5.022 .025 2.308 1.111 4.795

This correlation could be explained by the fact that the A note is the
standard tuning note on the guitar. 34 participants were musically
proficient, with guitar as their choice instrument. Hearing this
particular note could have contributed to elicit positive emotions,
and it could be possible that other guitar players have an overall
more positive emotion perception when hearing sounds from a
guitar.

It could be also similar to both the optimistic (Joy) and the
conventional (standard tuning note) dimensions for the Consci-
entiousness trait mentioned above. While both musicians and non-
musicians can have an understanding of communicating expres-
sive content, as presented in Section 2.2.2, musicians use a greater
amount of temporal fine structure (TFS) information and a higher
emotional resolvability curve [27]. This could impact how musi-
cians respond to musical notes in different ways to non-musicians
and why musical proficiency correlates to Joy with regard to the A
note.

Table 2 shows interesting correlations between the Note C and
theAural and Physical learning styles. Participants who choseAural
or Physical as their preferred learning style were around seven times
more likely to chose Anger. Studies have shown that, when learning
an instrument, aural learning was the main learning style, but
participants also used more logical and practical approaches when
learning new songs [17]. For aural learners, withmusical experience
(87.5% of aural learners), this correlation between the C note and
the Aural learning style could be due to frustration of not having
the option to use more logical and practical learning styles to help
them understand the musical note being elicited. Looking at the

positive correlation between Anger and the Physical learning style
for the note C, some interesting insights can be seen. The C note is
the fourth highest frequency tested in this study and while overall
we can see from Table 1 that Joy is the significant emotion, higher
frequencies can also garner annoyance in some people. A study
measuring noise annoyance levels in working environments has
shown that higher frequencies had the highest annoyance rating
with the lowest frequencies having the lowest annoyance rating
[25]. It is possible that the Anger associated with the Physical, as
well as the Aural learning styles, comes from the higher frequency
of the C note.

4 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented an experiment on auditory-emotion asso-
ciations, looking to reveal the emotional potential of an apparently-
basic stimulus such as a single musical note and the impact of
other variables such as, personality, gender, age and musical expe-
rience on this association. Through this approach, we were able to
more clearly distinguish the combination of key factors account-
ing for associations between auditory stimuli and emotion. Results
showed significance on basic associations in lower notes to sad-
ness and higher notes to joy, with a positive correlation between
the four highest notes and the emotion joy, and a positive corre-
lation between three of the four lowest notes and the emotion,
sadness. Results pertaining to the impact of individual variables
on auditory-emotion associations showed significant results on six
of the twelve musical notes. The independent variables of gender,
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aural and physical learning styles, musical proficiency, the Consci-
entiousness personality trait, age and sound sensitivity were found
to be significant variables in six of the twelve single musical notes,
thus potentially impacting the emotional response to the auditory
stimuli.

Some limitations of this experiment include, for example, the
use of only one octave and the choice of instrument for auditory
stimuli. One octave was used in this experiment, to reproduce the
test setup from [31], with a larger test group. In the future, it would
be beneficial to study auditory-emotion associations in a range
of octaves, to understand if pitch height-emotion associations are
the most dominant associations regarding single musical notes.
Also, the use of a single instrument type is an important factor
in associations between single musical notes and emotions. Each
instrument has a different timbre which elicits different emotion
characteristics. As mentioned in Section 3.6.1, it has been shown
that the timbre of the guitar is highly rated for negative emotional
characteristics, where a Piano is rated as neutral, and a vibraphone
is highly rated for positive emotional characteristics [9]. Changing
the instrument that elicits auditory stimuli, by adopting a piano
(neutral emotional characteristics) or using multiple instrument
sounds, with different emotional characteristics is important for
future studies and will help understand single musical note-emotion
associations and the impact of timbre and multiple octaves have on
the emotion response.

The findings of the experiment presented in the paper can help
towards the formulation of a new auditory-visual framework that
uses understandings on emotion, personality and other variables
in the development of more personalised human-computer inter-
faces. These findings can improve the design of programs such as
SoundStrokes presented in [31], that can assist in sharpening our
associations between our senses. Further research into the afore-
mentioned auditory-visual framework could lead to the creation of
applications using computer-generated cross-modal stimuli, e.g.,
synthesised audio-visual tutorials, to learn or improve skills. These
applications could be used for a multitude of purposes, such as
learning an instrument or to paint; and in exploring new creative
ways of expression, e.g., writing a song with a paint brush as the in-
strument or painting a picture with a piano as your bush. Creativity
should not be limited to one form of expression and understanding
the intricacies of our senses, combined with emotion, personality
traits and other variables, it can provided a platform for multi-modal
expression using digital tools.
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